We’re a technical company based in Uppsala called HMG. We would like to initiate a collaboration with a student that is working, or planning to work on a project involving microbiology and interested to study this bacteria - *Lactobacillus plantarum* 299v which will be in the new probiotic product(s) we aim to launch.

During 2020 we aim to discover if our company can extend into new fields. Since 2009 we launched a successful tool called ID24 to retail companies. Today it is live in over 20 countries. Since we have clients in the pharmacy/grocery retail business we are looking into new probiotic products for this sector.

If you are able to do a part time internship / project work this could be a fun project for you. You will be able to follow and help with this initiative from very early stages with our contacts at biotech companies for analysis, with Livsmedelsverket and potential clients. If work goes well during the spring there will be an opportunity to also work for this project during the summer.

**Our Goals:**
- Learn more about this particular bacteria
- Discover new business opportunities for new products and broaden our perspective
- Opportunities after a successful collaboration

**How we can help:**
- Financial support
- Office space for work
- Company backing you up

**Get in touch**

You will be under the wing of a well established company with 10 years experience in the technology sector. We will work hand in hand but will also allow you the freedom to grow. In return, we get a fresh perspective on things and a mind to help shape.

If you are interested, please send a few sentences about yourself and your CV to:

Matija Vorgic  hr@id24.org

www.h-m-g.se